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Abstract. The prevalence of smart devices allows people to record their spacetime status. This paper focuses on exploiting user space-time status and the related semantic information for service recommendation. Firstly, event DAG is
employed to organize the space-time information generated based on the
service invocation history. Generation algorithm of the event DAG is then
proposed. Secondly, a novel collaborative filtering based recommendation algorithm is designed. Potentially interesting services in the target node and its subsequent nodes can be recommended. In our implementation, the user space-time
status is generated from the 4D city models (3D location + time) with semantic
information. A prototype system is implemented to generate service invocation
logs of different users. These simulative logs are utilized to evaluate the
effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed method.
Keywords: 4D city model, space-time status, service recommendation.

1

Introduction

Along with the development of wireless networking, portable mobile devices and
mobile broadband Internet access technologies [1,2], it becomes convenient to acquire
space-time status of the mobile user. It is possible for the user to enjoy recommendation of services at any time in any place. The requirements of the people are related
with their location and time. Meanwhile, the prevalence of Web 2.0 technologies
leads to a great increscent of real time generated data [3]. It is getting more difficult to
make a recommendation for a user because of not only huge amount data, but also
lack of semantic information of the user.
This paper focuses on exploiting space-time status and related semantic information of users for service recommendation. The location of the user can be obtained by
the GPS or mobile positioning method. The semantic information of location can be
gained from the semantic city models. The OGC 3D city model standard [4], CityGML, defines the semantic representation of urban objects e.g. the usage of a building. Based on the position and semantic 3D city models, we can identify the semantic
location of the user e.g. a shopping mall, a traffic station or a hospital. By combining
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3D location and time (or 4D city model), more semantic information will be revealed
such as local holiday, weather condition, big events, and so on. In this paper, the concept of service is not limited to Web Service, but the activity from which people can
reap the benefits e.g. alarm clock, news, traffic, discounting, and so on.
It is possible and necessary to recommend the services for the users according to
their positions and the current time. In fact, the requirements are not limited to the 3D
location and time but their semantic information behind. In this paper, we try to find
out the relationship between user requirements and their space-time status information
and make use of that for the service recommendation.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Related work is given in section 2.
Section 3 describes the definition and generalization of user space-time status. Section
4 gives the service recommendation mechanism based on the proposed space-time
status. A stimulated case study is shown in section 5. Section 6 concludes the whole
paper.

2

Related Work

2.1

Recommender Systems

In recent years, recommender systems have emerged as one tool helping people look
for items that they are interested in. The items include commodity products, movies,
advertisements, CD, Web services, and so forth. The recommendation algorithm, the
kernel of recommender systems, has been a hot research topic for a long time. The
initial algorithm used by recommender systems is the content-based algorithm which
suggests items that are similar to the ones the current users has shown a preference for
in the past [5]. Content-based algorithm relies on rich content descriptions of the
items (services for example) that are being recommended. For instance, if a recommender system wants to suggest a coat, the content-based algorithm will depend on
information such as brand, style, color, price, etc. Therefore, the designer of the content-based algorithm should obtain abundant domain knowledge which may not be
readily available or straightforward to maintain.
Collaborative filtering (CF) is different from the content-based methods. It collects
opinions from users in the form of ratings on items. Its advantage over the contentbased algorithms is that the CF algorithm does not need a representation of the items
but only rely on historical information of users. CF algorithms can be divided into two
categories: neighborhood-based approach and latent factor models [6]. User-based CF
(UCF), a representative neighborhood-based CF algorithm, is adopted by a multitude
of well-known recommender systems such as Tapestry, MovieLens, Amazon Book
Store, YouTube, Facebook, and so forth. UCF utilizes the opinions from a user’s k
nearest neighbors (kNN) to help the user to identify his/her interested content from an
overwhelming set of potential choices. In this paper, we propose a new CF algorithm
in order to incorporate semantic 4D (space-time status) information for improving the
recommendation.
Adomavicius et, al. use a multi-dimensional approach to incorporate contextual information [7]. Zheng et, al. report on a personalized friend and location recommender
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for the geographical information systems (GIS) on the Web [8,9]. GPS trajectories in
[8,9] are collected by 75 volunteers over a period of one year. Limited by time and
condition, the experimental data utilized in this paper is generated by a simulator.
However, smart devices will be equipped on volunteers in the future in order to generate genuine dataset including space-time status of users and service invocation
records.
2.2

Context Generation

Context aware computation is an interesting subject for many researchers [10-12].
Context is the information/data for characterizing the situation of an entity e.g. a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and
an application, including location, time, activities, and the preferences of each entity
[13,14]. The existing context information employed in the service recommendation is
mainly about the user [15]. Along with the development of mobile techniques, the
location based context information can be gathered for recommendation [16]. Quercia
et al. [17] use location data from mobile phone to recommend the social events.
By reference to the 3D city models, not only location but also the semantic information of the location can be retrieved. Kolbe [18] suggests the semantic information
should be contained in the 3D city models, and OGC issued the 3D city model representation standard CityGML [4]. Many cities such as Berlin, Stuttgart have delivered
their official 3D city models online in CityGML. We can expect the semantic 3D city
model will be available as the city information infrastructure. Through the semantic
3D city models, we can further get the semantic information of a position.
Based on the semantic information of the 3D city models and the time of user service invocation, we can get the space-time status about the service which is essential
in the user service recommendation, because most of people have the experience that
the need certain service when they are in certain place at certain time. Therefore, the
space-time status of user will be generated and stored for the service recommendation
in this paper.

3

Space-Time Status

3.1

Definition

We use directed acyclic graph (DAG) to organize the space-time information generated during the service invocation. The DAG is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Event DAG, G): A DAG G=<N, E> consists of a set of nodes N
representing the events and a set of directed edges E representing dependencies
among events. Assume there are n nodes and m edges, namely N={nodei|0<i<n}and
E={edgej|0<j<m}. A event node nodei=<Time, Location, Services> consists of time,
location and invoked services. The edge set E contains edges <nodea, nodeb,
ber> E for each event nodea (parent) that nodeb (child) depends on.
In fact, a node represents an event: the services invoked in a space-time coordinate (time, location). The edge is the number of the conversion from nodea to nodeb.
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The time is an interval containing start and end. In this paper, the time is looped
by the week that most people apply to. In the city area, the surrounding city objects
affect the selection of services. For example, we trend to check in to the nearby hotel
when the time is late; or find out the closest public traffic facilities. The location is
defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Location): The Location={City_objecti|0<i<nc}is composed by the
surrounding city objects. A city object is denoted by City_objecti = {Type, Class,
Function, Usage} where Type = {Building | Transportation | WaterBody | Vegetation |
City furniture} and Class, Function, Usage are specified in the CityGML standard.
The definitions of the Class, Function and Usage have been specified in the CityGML standard. Generally, each city object has the attributes class, function and
usage, unless it is stated otherwise. The class attribute can occur only once, while the
attributes usage and function can be used multiple times. The class attribute describes
the classification of the objects, e.g. road, track, railway, or square. The attribute function contains the purpose of the object, like national highway or county road, while
the attribute usage may define if an object is e.g. navigable or usable for pedestrians
(OGC, 2008). For example BuildingType can be habitation, sanitation, sport, education, traffic; BuildingFunction can be office building, court, post office.
The services of a node are the user’s invoked services during the time interval at a
certain location. The semantic 4D (3-dimensional location + time) and the history of
the services become the basis of the recommendation.
3.2

Generation

To generate the DAG of user status, we need the service invocation log and the city
object database. Initially, the DAG only contains two nodes: the start node and the
end node as shown in Fig. 1(a). We then read the service invocation log one by one
and construct or modify the DAG accordingly as in Fig. 1(b).
In our implementation, the user log is formatted as: L=<ID, TS, P, S> in which ID
is the user identity, TS is the time stamp, P is the coordinate of the user represented by
(x, y, z) and S is the invoked services. The user log can be automated gathered from
the “smart devices” with GPS function. In the specific recommend system, the S
should be filtered to preserve the interested target services and remove these uninterested ones.
Another resource required for the user DAG creation is the city object database. It
should provide the function of objective inquiring from coordinate. The stored city
objective not only contains the general semantic information such as name, function,
type etc. but also the personal semantic information. For example, one building may
be the home for a person and also the work place for another people. Also the time
can be decided the personal semantic, such as a same road in different time may be
the way home or way work in different time. Therefore, the inquiring is processed in
two steps: the first is getting city object (building, road etc) from the coordinate; the
second is getting personal semantic information. The semantic information will be
recorded in the nodes of user space-time status which are the many bases to implement the recommendation.
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(b)
Fig. 1. An example of the space-time DAG

From the user log, DAG of user space-time status is generated as following three
steps:
Step 1: Initialization Initially, the DAG of user space-time status just contains two
controlled nodes start and end without real semantic information. We define the current node (CN) indicating the present status of the user. The current node is point to
the start node in the beginning.
Step 2: Updating In the updating step, fetch one record in the user log as current
record. Assume the current record Li=<IDi, TSi, Pi, Si>, and the current status is nodej=<Timej, Locationj, Servicej>. Then the updating process can be implemented according to the pseudo-code in table 1. Since the time is cycled in the week basis, the
current status will automatically go to the start point when the week is over.
Step 3: Simplification Usually the generated user space-time status DAG may contain many nodes and edges when the user log data is large. Therefore, it is necessary
to simplify the DAG for faster matching. In the proposed framework, we detect the
number of service invoking recorded in edge. If the number is smaller than a set value
and one of the nodes in the edge is one degree node, the edge and its connected degree one node will be removed.
Table 1. Pseudo-code of the user space-time status DAG generation
Input: Lset: user service invocation log set
Output: G=<N, E>: a DAG to describe the user space-time status
1: Initiate the G=<N,E> in which N={Nodes, Nodee} E={<Nodes, Nodee, 0>};
2: Current Node CN=Nodes;
3: for all Si

∈Target Service Set

4:

Locationi = getLocation(IDi, TSi, Pi);

5:

if locationi is the same as the location of current node

6:

extend time of CN to TSi; add Si into the services of CN
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continue;
else
for every nodel in edgel <CN, nodel, n>

10:

if locationi is the same with location in nodel

11:

extend time of nodel to TSi; add Si into the services of nodel;

12:

Edgel.n+=1; set CN to nodel;

13:

continue;

14:
15:

end if
end for

16:

end if

17:

nodek=<TSi, Locationi, Si>; edgek=<nodej,nodek,1>;

18:

add nodek into N; add edgek into E;

19: end for
20: remove the edge with its n value smaller than 5 and the degree of one of its node is 1.

4

Recommendation Based on Space-Time Status

Service recommendation in this paper aims to provide potentially interesting services
when the user is in a target node. Furthermore, potentially interesting services when
the user is the next possible nodes will be also recommended. For instance, assuming
the target node of a child is <(7:30, 8:00), home> of which the next possible nodes
include <(8:30, 11:30), school>, <(9:00, 12:00), carnie>, or <(8:20, 9:20), bookstore>,
all potentially interesting services in these four nodes will be recommended by the
proposed approach. First, kNN are selected based on the distance computation.
Second, the list of recommended services in the target node is generated. Third, the
lists of recommended services in subsequent nodes are generated.
4.1

Distance Computation among Nodes and kNN Selection

The distance between two nodes in G is measured by the semantic 4D information
including time, coordinate, semantic information of city object. The variable types of
these data are heterogeneous. For instance, time and coordinate are interval-scale
variables, and type, class and function are categorical variables. We propose to utilize
Eq. (1) to compute the distance between nodea and nodeb.
,

∑
∑

(1)

Assume there are p variables of the semantic 4D information. In Eq. (1), if nodea or
nodeb do not assign a value to the f-th variable, δfab=0; otherwise δfab =1. The distance
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of the f-th variable between nodea and nodeb is written dfab which depends on the variable type. We divide the computation of δfab into two cases according to variable
types.
─ Case (1). the f-th variable is binary variable or categorical variable: if xaf =xbf,
dfab =0; otherwise dfab =1.
─ Case (2). the f-th variable is interval-scale variable: time and coordinate belong
to this type. Manhattan distance is employed to measure the distance of this
type. Let <xi, yi> and <xj, yj> denote coordinates or time interval of nodea and
nodeb respectively, and dfab can be computed as Eq. (2) shown.
|

|

(2)

Selecting kNN of nodes is an important step for making accurate recommendation.
Let nodet denote the target node and kNN(nodet) denote k nearest neighbors of nodet.
Based on the distance calculated by Eq. (1), we select k nodes whose distance with the
target node are as small as possible.
4.2

Recommendation in the Target Node

This phase predicts the potentially interesting services in the target node on the basis
of its top-k neighbors. Since Services in nodei is a binary vector where Si=1 denotes
the user has invoked Si, we predict the interesting degree according to the number of
votes of kNN(nodet). Let St,j denote predicted interesting degree of Sj in nodet, and St,j
is given by Eq. (3).
,

∑

NN

,

,

(3)

where Sk,j is the binary value of Sj in nodek, and distance(nodet, nodek) represents the
distance between nodei and nodek which is calculated as mentioned in Eq. (1). Then,
top-N services having the most votes are recommended as recommended services in
the target node. Let RSTN(nodet) denote the list of recommended services in the target
node, and RSTN(nodet) is given by Definition 3.
Definition 3 (Top-N recommended services, RSTN(nodet)). RSTN(nodet) is a set of
services
with
the
size
N
and
satisfies
that
,
,
,
where
is
the
,
,
complementary set of RSTN(nodet).
Once we have calculated predicted interesting degrees for all services in nodet, the
list of recommended services with size N can be readily obtained.
4.3

Recommendation in Subsequent Nodes

The target node has several subsequent nodes. The edge between two nodes
represents the number of the conversion from which the probability of this conversion
can be calculated. Let
be the m-step node from the nodei, and
,
,…,
be the path from nodet (nodet=
) to
. Let
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,
denote the probability between
and
, and ,
denote predicted interesting degree of Sj in the t-step node from the nodei. , can be
computed by Eq. (4).
,

,

∏

,

(4)

where Sm,j represents predicted interesting degree of Sj in
, and Sm,j can be calculated by Eq. (3). As the increase of m, , verges on a minimum value and the
strength of , for service recommendation reduces sharply. It is in accordance with
the fact that the longer distance between two nodes is, the lower accuracy of prediction is. From the Definition 3 and , , top-N services in
can be obtained.

5

Case Study

Since there is no open dataset including GPS trajectories and service invocation histories, we design and implement a prototype system in order to generate service invocation logs of different types of users. We then generate event DAG based on these logs
and recommendation in nodes of DAG. In this section, we first present the setup of
our prototype system, including user types, events, services and places. Then, we
report the experiments of event DAG generation and recommendation based on
space-time status.
5.1

Setup

The prototype system simulates behaviors of different types of users on workday or
weekend. The user behavior in one day consists of a series of random events in which
service invocation histories are kept. Table 2 depicts user types, events, services and
places of the prototype system.
Table 2. Attributes and possible values of our prototype system
Attribute
user types
events
services
places

Possible Values
young man | young woman | old man | old woman | child
get up | eat breakfast | trip | working | eat lunch | shopping | entertainment
alarm_clock | news | traffic | Internet | print| repast |group_purchase
home | office | school | road | bazaar | restaurant | bookstore | carnie | resort

Service invocation logs of users are generated in two scenarios that are workday
and weekend respectively. For example, a young woman might prefer to read world
news in the workday morning, and on weekends to read movie reviews and do
shopping.
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Experimental Results

5.2.1 Event DAG Generation.
Event DAG generation algorithm shown in Table 1 is implemented in our prototype
system. In this section, we utilize an example to reveal the process of the event DAG
generation. Table 3 gives a representative log of a young woman on Wednesday and
Saturday. Adjacency list is employed to store the event DAG in our implementation.
Fig. 2(a) gives the output of the adjacency list obtained from the log in Table 3, and
Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding DAG of Fig. 2(a).
Table 3. An example of user log
EventID

UID

UType

Day

Start-time

End-time

Location

1

6

YWoman

Wednesday

7:30

8:00

home

Invoked Services
alarm_clock

2

6

YWoman

Wednesday

8:00

8:30

home

newspaper, news

3

6

YWoman

Wednesday

8:30

9:00

road

news, traffic, entertainment

4

6

YWoman

Wednesday

9:00

12:00

office

Internet, print

5

6

YWoman

Wednesday

12:00

12: 30

carnie

repast

6

6

YWoman

Wednesday

12:30

14: 00

rest_area

entertainment

7

6

YWoman

Wednesday

14:00

17:30

office

Internet, print

8

6

YWoman

Wednesday

17:30

18:00

road

news, traffic, entertainment
entertainment

10

6

YWoman

Wednesday

22:00

7:30

home

1

6

YWoman

Saturday

7:30

8:00

home

alarm_clock

2

6

YWoman

Saturday

8:00

8:30

home

newspaper, news

3

6

YWoman

Saturday

8:30

9:00

road

news, traffic, entertainment

11

6

YWoman

Saturday

9:00

12:00

bazaar

discount, group_purchase

5

6

YWoman

Saturday

12:00

12: 30

carnie

repast

6

6

YWoman

Saturday

12:30

14: 00

rest_area

entertainment

12

6

YWoman

Saturday

14:00

17:30

resort

sing, film

8

6

YWoman

Saturday

17:30

18:00

road

news, traffic, entertainment

10

6

YWoman

Saturday

22:00

22:30

home

entertainment

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 2. The adjacency list and its corresponding DAG

5.2.2 Performance of the Recommendation
Service invocation logs of different types users in one week are generated firstly. An
event DAG is constructed for one user in a week. We then select some target nodes
and some of their subsequent nodes, and suppose the invoked services in these selected nodes are unknown. The list of recommended services are generated by the
method mentioned in Section 4. Performance of the recommendation method is evaluated by comparing the list with the logs. The metric of Precision is defined as follows:
(5)

1.0

1.0

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

Precision

Precision

In Eqs. (5), Nrs is the number of services in both recommended list and the list of invoked services recorded in the log, and Ns is the length of the recommended list.
The first experiment investigates how m affect the accuracy. We range m from 0
to 6 and set k=8 and N=5. We select 10 target nodes in the event DAG of five types
of users on workday and weekend respectively. Fig. 3 shows how the precision of
recommendation vary with the increase of m. As m increases, the precision decreases
firstly and then varies irregularly. The smaller distance from the target node is, the
higher precision is. However, when m reaches a bigger value, the stringency of recommendation reduces sharply, resulting in the irregularity of the precision variance.

0.6
0.5

0.7
0.6
0.5

m=0
m=1

0.4
0.4

0.3
0.3

0.2
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

m

Fig. 3. Impact of m on precision of recommendation

6

8

10

12

14

16

The size of neighborhood k

Fig. 4. Impact of k on precision of recommendation

The second experiment investigates how k affect the accuracy. We select 10 target
nodes in the same way. And we range k from 6 to 15 and set N=5. Recommendation
results on the target nodes and their single-step nodes are recorded. The experimental
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results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that as the increase of k, precision in two scenarios
increases firstly and then tends towards stability. Therefore, it is not necessary to select nearest neighborhoods as much as possible.

6

Conclusion

This paper focuses on exploiting space-time status and its related semantic information of users for service recommendation. We propose to utilize event DAG to
organize the space-time information generated during the service invocation. The
generation algorithm of the event DAG is also proposed. Based on the event DAG, a
novel collaborative filtering based recommendation algorithm is presented. Potentially interesting services in the target node and its subsequent nodes can be recommended. A prototype system is designed and implemented to generate service invocation
logs of different users. We then utilize an example to elaborate the process of the
event DAG generation. Finally, how parameters m and k affect the precision of recommendation is demonstrated by experimental results.
In the future, smart devices will be purchased and volunteers will be recruited so
that abundant realistic service invocation logs with 4D city model can be obtained.
We will propose more skillful recommendation algorithms and conduct more detailed
experiments.
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